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MODULE THREE: KEY LEADERSHIP SKILLS 

 

Module aims: 

 To develop and improve your leadership skills. 

 

IMPOSTER SYNDROME AND THE INNER CRITIC 

 

What is imposter syndrome?  

Imposter syndrome is a consistent inability to believe that your success is 

deserved or a result of your own efforts or skills. This can severely impede your 

development in the future and your work in the present. 

 

 

 

 

Five types of imposter syndrome 

The perfectionist: Do you set excessively high goals for yourself? If you don’t reach 

these goals, do you have self-doubt? Have you been accused of micromanaging? 

Do you find it hard to delegate? Do you often feel frustrated at results? Do you 

feel like you’re not right for your degree or job? Do you feel like you must produce 

100% perfect work all the time? 

How to overcome it: Celebrate achievements. Learn to accept mistakes. Start a 

project earlier than you planned – there’s never a perfect time to start. 

 

The superman/woman or workaholic: Do you work longer and harder than 

everyone else even when your work is done? Do you get stressed when you’re not 

working and find downtime is wasteful? Have you sacrificed hobbies and passions 

for work? Do you feel like you haven’t truly earned your achievements so you feel 

you have to work harder and longer to prove your worth? 

How to overcome it: You’re addicted to the validation that work brings, not 

necessarily the work itself. Train yourself to move away from external validation. 

You’re the person above all who can give yourself validation. Learn to take 

constructive criticism seriously, not personally.  
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The natural genius: Do you achieve success without much effort? Do you always 

get high marks or grades? Were you always the smart one in the family or group? 

Do you dislike the idea of having a mentor because you like working on your own? 

When you don’t succeed, do you experience a deep feeling of failure or shame? Do 

you avoid challenges because you don’t like doing stuff you’re not good at? 

How to overcome it: See yourself as a work in progress. Accomplishing great 

things is a life-long learning and skills building experience. If you can’t do 

something – practice, practice, practice. 

 

The soloist: Do you feel you need to accomplish things on your own? Do you frame 

requests in terms of requirements for the project as opposed to your own needs? 

How to overcome it: Understand that there’s no shame in asking for help when you 

need it. Try mentoring someone younger or less experienced that you, or 

volunteering.  

 

The expert: Are you scared of applying to jobs unless you meet every 

requirement? Are you constantly seeking out training or certifications? Do you still 

feel like you don’t know enough? Do you hate when people call you an expert? 

How to overcome it: Constantly trying to learn more can be a form of 

procrastination. Learn a skill only when you need it, such as when your 

responsibilities change, as opposed to doing it for hoarding knowledge.  

 

REFLECTION: Which type of imposter syndrome do you have? Have you had 

different ones depending on the situation? How have you tried to overcome it? 

 


